Huawei Twitter and Facebook September 11 – 13

HuaweiUSA ©HuaweiUSA - Sep 11
Missed our #HUAWEI Developer Conference 2020 Day 2 live stream? Check out the highlights #HDC2020 #StayConnected

HuaweiUSA ©HuaweiUSA - Sep 11
Have you been keeping up with #HDC? Join us to explore the exciting ways Huawei is looking to collaborate with developers and partners in the future. tinyurl.com/y5xrojkh

< HDC.Together >
HUAWEI DEVELOPER CONFERENCE 2020
September 10-12, 2020

HuaweiUSA ©HuaweiUSA - Sep 11
The value of technology has been emphasized by the pandemic. See how Huawei's DigiTruck in Kenya and SmartBus in Spain are helping to bridge the digital divide.

Huawei DigiTruck: A Driving Force for Digital Literacy
The current global pandemic has highlighted the value of technology. With half the planet's population...
youtube.com

HuaweiUSA ©HuaweiUSA - Sep 12
On #NationalProgrammersDay, we celebrate the positive changes that programmers make to improve our everyday lives. If you are a programmer who is looking for ways to innovate with new technologies, check out Huawei's #Developer community. tinyurl.com/jyB6ip

Huawei Mobile ©HuaweiMobile - Sep 11
It is an exciting day at the HUAWEI Developer Conference. Our Tech. Sessions are packed with hundreds of industry insiders and leaders. #HDC2020
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DC2Q2Q provides visiting members an immersive experience at the DC2020. From fun VR activities to a stroll in a Huawei-themed Art Gallery, let’s play together!

Huawei USA

Rising from humble beginnings in Shenzhen in 1987, Huawei now connects over 3 billion people in over 170 countries. We use technology to bring prosperity to people’s lives. #WeAreHuawei tinyurl.com/yxgta3e

Huawei USA

Tech hour is an online technical FAQ platform for online developers of DC2020. Shoot us a question on DC2020 AppGallery, HMS, and other related topics and our dedicated Huawei engineers will solve your problem.

Huawei Mobile

Our #HUAWEI Developer Conference 2020 covers various topics and discussions from industry leaders. In one of the sessions at Lakeside Talks, Kevin Ho made us rethink the boundaries between the real and the Cyberspace.

Huawei Mobile

With the ICT Academy platform, Huawei can help enhance the awareness, ICT knowledge and skills for our future talents.

Huawei USA

Advancing Intelligence 共创智能新高度

HDC. Together

Huawei USA
As a leader in network connection equipment, Huawei is always seeking new ways to improve connectivity through advanced tech.

WeAreHuawei tinyurl.com/yxgta83e

DC has wrapped but you might still have questions. That's why @SiebergDC is hosting this week's TechTuesday to answer them! Tune in at 2 p.m. ET. #AskHuaweiUSA

TECHTU ESDAYS
HUAWEI DEVELOPER
CONFERENCE Q&A
with DanM Sieberg
VP, Public Relations at Huawei USA
September 15, at 2 p.m. ET

Huawei USA is one of the largest AI patent filers in the world? tinyurl.com/yxgta83e
For those who want to Explore More, #HUAWEIWATCHGT2Pro is the perfect companion. #HUAWEI #StayConnected #ExploreMore

3 devices are better than one. Let's take a look at Huawei's new announcements from HDC 2020, and explore how Huawei's ecosystem of devices, software and services, and how everything seamlessly works together with one tap. #Huawei #HDC2020 #MateBookX #FreebudsPro #WatchGT2Pro

Huawei wins the Best Edge Computing award at the 2020 5G World Summit — testament to Huawei as a highly recognized player in the industry when it comes to innovation in 5G edge computing technologies and commercial practices. #HuaweiFacts

Huawei Bags Top Awards in 5G Edge Computing Technologies and Data Center Network Solutions | Al...
At the #5GWorld2020, #Huawei was awarded the “Most Innovative 5G Enterprise Partnership/Trial” award, recognizing the company's efforts in Wuhan during the epidemic. Check out how our innovative #5G applications have transformed smart healthcare:
http://tinyurl.com/y3rlposg

HUawei.COM

Huawei Won
At the 5G World 2020 Summit, Huawei was recognized for their wo...

Huawei USA
It's a wrap! Check out our recap of Huawei Developer Conference day 1 and learn about the newly launched, game-changing products joining the #HUAWEI family: #HUAWEIFreeBudsPro, #HUAWEIFreeLacePro, #HUAWEIWATCHGT2Pro, #HUAWEIWATCHFIT, #HUAWEIMateBookX and #HUAWEIMateBook14. #StayConnected
www.tinyurl.com/y5t6otc7

YOUTUBE.COM

Huawei Developer Conference 2020: Day 1 Recap

Huawei USA
Privacy and security are both critical for any technology company.
Tune in to this webinar to understand why.
https://tinyurl.com/y3jz8de5

You can have security without privacy, but you can't have privacy without security.
— Mark Rasch, Cybersecurity Expert and Of Counsel, Kohrman Jackson & Krantz LLP
Huawei's #AppGallery is expanding every day. Available in more than 170 countries, with more than 400 million monthly active users globally, there's something for everyone. https://tinyurl.com/y3lloulo

Take the #P40Pro with you, from night to day.

Welcome to!

Hooray! Huawei Developer Conference 2020 is underway! Catch up on the biggest takeaways from day one of this year’s event, including exciting news from the keynote... See More
Coming to Day 2 of HUAWEI Developer Conference 2020! What's going on at the event? Join us for a closer look! #HDC2020 #HMS #Huawei

HarmonyOS 2.0 beta version for developers has been officially released! What other exciting news came out of HDC2020? Watch the highlights to find out. #HDCTogether See More

What does the future hold? At Huawei, we believe education will become more important than ever. #WeAreHuawei
https://tinyurl.com/y9gt893e
With more than 1.8 million developers globally now part of the Huawei Mobile Services ecosystem, the #AppGallery has had a record 490 million users in over 170 countries & regions in 2020, with user app downloads reaching 261 billion. #HuaweiFacts

POCKET-LINT.COM
How Huawei AppGallery is welcoming more big name global and local apps

ITP.NET
Emirates signs collaboration agreement with Huawei
The deal will see the two firms working closely together in order to...

Huawei USA
Missed our #HUAWEI Developer Conference 2020 Day 2 live stream? Check out the highlights! #HDC2020 #StayConnected
On International Programmer’s Day, we celebrate the positive changes that programmers make to improve our everyday lives. If you are a programmer who is looking for ways to develop new solutions and innovate with new technologies, check out this year’s #HDC to learn more. https://tinyurl.com/yy8lro6p

Huawei USA

#DYK Huawei is one of the largest #AI patent filers in the world? https://tinyurl.com/y4p83ntk

Huawei USA

With the #ICT Academy platform, Huawei can help enhance the awareness, ICT knowledge and skills for our future talents. Learn more.

Huawei launched Learn On Program at the Philippine ICT Talent Online Summit 2020 - Manila Bulletin
#HDC has wrapped but you might still have questions. That's why Daniel Seiberg is hosting this week's #TechTuesday to answer them! Tune in at 2 p.m. ET. on @HuaweiUSA's Twitter page. #AskHuaweiUSA
https://tinyurl.com/y6uu6uyp

#TECHTUESDAYS
HUAWEI DEVELOPER CONFERENCE Q&A
with Daniel Sieberg
VP, Public Relations at Huawei USA
September 15, at 2 p.m. ET

Find out what impressed our employees about working at our Shenzhen headquarters.

#TBT to #HuaweiConnect2019 - Huawei announced a program specifically designed for academia to deepen our collaboration with universities. Can't wait to see what 2020 holds.
https://tinyurl.com/y3uv52zn